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Internals of Superscaler CPU
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IF instruction fetch
ID instruction decode
EX execute
ME memory access
WB register writeback

BTB target addresses of
prev. exec. branches

BHR last n outcomes
of a branch

BPT weights on each possible
next branch



OS provides services for applications
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Socket s = new Socket(hostname,8029);

os = s.getOutputStream();

out = new PrintWriter(os, true);

is = s.getInputStream();

isr = new InputStreamReader(is);

in = new BufferedReader(isr);

OS provides the interface to the hardware
for the applications programmer

OS provides the resources needed by the
application

OS optimizes the environment in which
applications run

MOV EBP, ESP

AND ESP, 0xfffffff0

SUB ESP, 0x10

MOV dword ptr [ESP], 0x1



Memory Hierarchy

Type Capacity Latency

Registers A few KB 1 ns
L1 Cache About 1 MB 3 cycles
L2 Cache About 5 MB 15 cycles
RAM About 8 GB 50 ns
Hard drive About 1 TB 1 ms

• It is desired to have as much of currently relevant data in the higher
memory types as possible.

• But this is not feasible so data is constantly moved between memory
types using some sophisticated algorithms.

• The hard drive is typically used for file storage but a partition of the
hard drive may be used to act like RAM. This is called virtual memory.

• Data structures are employed for efficient data handling.
For example: red-black trees, fibonacci heaps, B-trees.

• The OS handles all of the above.



OS manages processes

A Process

Return address
Parameters, flags

Return address
Parameters, flags

...

Allocated memory

Stack pointer

PC, registers

• A process is a stack, state which includes registers, program
counter, stack pointer, and memory allocated from the heap,
for example like this: Item *a = new Item();

• A process table is used to keep track of all processes.

• A process may spawn another - this leads to a process tree.



OS manages processes

Process 1

Return address
Parameters, flags

Return address
Parameters, flags

...

Allocated memory

Stack pointer

PC, registers

Process 2

Return address
Parameters, flags

Return address
Parameters, flags

...

Allocated memory

Stack pointer

PC, registers

. . .

Processes P1 and P2 may require resources R1 and R2

If P1 has R1 and P2 has R2 then neither may be able to complete

If P1 is not guaranteed to ever get R2 it may never complete

If CPU cycles are not fairly distributed over processes,
then some may run too slowly or not at all



OS manages processes
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Girl process invokes ping, asks Boy to confirm
Boy process invokes ping, asks Girl to confirm.
Boy not allowed to confirm until Boy’s ping is completed.
Girl not allowed to confirm until Girl’s ping is completed.

Result: neither process completes



OS security and safety features

• Check for, flag, prevent read-before-write

- signals some nefarious activity
- possibly due to a covert channel

• Prevent return-address-overwrite on a process stack
- signals unauthorized process manipulation
- typically the result of buffer overflow
- one approach is to move stacks to a random location

• Support Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS)
- process protection from unauthorized access
- support may span many microcomputers

• Protect against side-channel attacks
- exploit weaknesses in software - asymmetric coding ⇒ timing exploits
- exploit modern hardware designs - e.g. hardware threads
- prevent (unauthorized) attacker from sending crypto out of computer

• Protect against common but unintended executions
- divide by zero
- bad pointer dereference



OS security and safety features

• Use source-address-verification

- to prevent spoofing attacks

• Use SYN cookies

- to prevent SYN flood attacks

• Turn off ptrace

- ptrace is used for debugging - allows process to attach to another
- can be used by intruder to run unauthorized code
- can be turned off, allowed for administrator, allowed for use sometimes

• Use mmap minimum address

- Protect the zero page of memory from userspace mmap to prevent kernel
NULL-dereference attacks against potential future kernel security
vulnerabilities

• Use hardlink and softlink protection
- stops time-of-check-time-of-use cross-privilege attack using guessable
filenames

• Hide kernel pointers

- to protect the kernel from userspace attack



Example - overwrite return address

void g() { printf("Gotcha!\n"); }

int *f(int *x) {
*(&x-1) = (int*)&g;

return x;

}

void h(int v) {
int *s = (int*)123;

if (v > 10) f(s);

}

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
h(atoi(argv[1]));

printf("safe\n");
return 0;

}
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Example - overwrite return address

void g() { printf("Gotcha!\n"); } 5. g is called

int *f(int *x) {
*(&x-1) = (int*)&g; 3. address overwritten with address of g
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}
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Example - overwrite return address

void g() { printf("Gotcha!\n"); } 5. g is called
6. segmentation fault

int *f(int *x) {
*(&x-1) = (int*)&g; 3. address overwritten with address of g
return x; 4. pc is now set to address of g

}

void h(int v) {
int *s = (int*)123;

if (v > 10) f(s); 2. return address of h is placed on the stack
}

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
h(atoi(argv[1])); 1. h is called
printf("safe\n");
return 0;

}



OS should match the scale of its application

• Hobbyist’s project
- little or no security/safety worries
- limited IO worries
- possibly a single process running at any time

• Isolated embedded system - washing machine, airplane toilets
- safety concerns become important
- unauthorized tampering unlikely
- multiple process support

• Smartphone
- intrusion possible via internet
- crypto systems become necessary
- private data, even location data, should be secured

• Single node computers (enterprise or home)
- serious security and safety considerations necessary
- intrusion attempts likely to be persistent
- optimal control of numerous processes becomes difficult

• Multiple nodes (including, e.g., fighter jets, autos, the cloud)
- MILS may be necessary
- scale of problems noted above increases enormously



OS size matters

• “Bad” states need to be identified

• A specification of “Good” behavior should be provided

• If possible, a “proof” that a bad state cannot be reached
regardless of input should be provided.

• Otherwise, extensive simulations of execution trajectories
need to be made.

• All of the above can be done more easily with smaller kernels

• Integrity 178B by Green Hills Software has a 4K line kernel.



Parts of an OS

• Kernel (8M in Linux)
- switching between processes
- control of hardware devices
- memory management - cache, RAM, etc.
- process scheduling
- inter-process communication
- exception and interrupt handling

• Device Drivers (256M in Linux)
- IO, NIC, USB, WiFi, Video, Audio, bluetooth, etc.

• File system support (33M in Linux)
- ext3, ext4, fat, hpfs, nfs, ufs, etc.

• Other system tools (10G in Linux)
- network protocols, bluetooth, wifi, utilities, etc.
- compilers: c, c++, haskell, perl, python, java, etc.



Concurrency
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• Processes must be given time to execute - there will usually be more
processes running than processors to run them on.

• A scheduler process attempts to schedule process time according to
some rules: priority based, pre-emptive, round-robin, etc.



Interprocess communication
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• A process may need to communicate an exception or some request for
service to a responder without having to stop or suspend execution.

• The responder should be listening for such communication and act
when input is available.

• Co-routines allow this.



OS provides and handles system calls

# Call Description

1 sys exit(int status) Terminate current process
2 sys fork() Create child process
3 sys read(uint fd, char* buf, size t n) Read n bytes from fd

4 sys write(uint fd, char* buf, size t n) Write n bytes to fd

5 sys open(const char* nm, int flg, int md) Open a file or device
6 sys close(uint fd) Close a file or device
9 sys link(const char* old, const char* new) Create symbolic link
14 sys mknod(const char* nm, int md, dev t d) Create a special file
20 sys getpid() Get process identification
25 sys stime(int* time) Set system time

• Syscall table for kernel 3.10 is in arch/x86/syscalls/syscall 32.tbl

Prototypes are in include/linux/syscalls.h

• OS must check the request - is the caller allowed to make it?
Does the caller want to interfere with another user’s program
and is the user authorized to do so if this is the case?

• Are there sufficient resources to complete the request?

• What response is given if the request cannot be honored?



OS provides and handles system calls

System calls are used many times in libraries and kernel functions.
Example: sys open is used in the following:
fs/open.c

init/do mounts

init/do mounts rd.c

init/do mounts md.c

init/do mounts initrd.c

init/initramfs.c

gcc/i686-redhat-linux/3.4.6/libstdc++ shared.so

libglusterfs.so.0.0.0

libstdc++.so.6.0.18

The libc library uses the following calls (among others):
sys siglist

sys nerr

sys sigabbrev

sys errlist

sys nerr internal


